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Abstract
Human induced climate crisis is destroying the capacity of our planet to support our species and
other life at an unprecedented rate. The most urgent of climate crisis tipping points is Arctic
warming and sea-ice loss. It is estimated that Arctic summer sea-ice loss, that could based on
current trends occur in one or two decades, would cause an abrupt 0.5 Watts per square meter of
radiative forcing above pre-industrial levels that would be roughly equivalent to the effect of
more than 17 years of "Green House Gas" (GHG) emissions if it occurred today. A “Global
Green New Deal” (GGND) will require at least three phases and three funding sources. The three
overlapping phases are: a) short-run climate restoration or triage, b) medium-term soil carbon
sponge and water cycle adaptation or regeneration, and c) long-run “Green House Gas” (GHG)
drawdown or mitigation. The three funding sources are: a) utilizing the sovereign of the U.S.
government and Federal Reserve to create dollars, b) taxing GHG emissions and c) taxing
wealthy and high-income individuals with a particular focus on rentiers. The ex-nihilo financial
support offered by the Fed to bail-out the global financial system from 2008-2011 would have
been almost sufficient to fund a 2020-2050 comprehensive GGND that includes all of the
components above.
Keywords:
financial instability and fragility, climate change, political economy, environment, endogenous
money and finance.
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1. Introduction
Human induced climate crisis is destroying the capacity of our planet to support our species and
other life at an unprecedented rate (Woodward 2019). In addition to climate mitigation and
adaptation, climate triage, or climate restoration of already passed or about to pass tipping
points is now essential to avoid disaster (Fiekowsky, Douglas, and Lee 2019).
The most urgent of these is Arctic warming and sea ice loss that is causing a wavering and
slowing Jet stream, and permafrost methane release, so that the arctic for the first time may be a
net carbon emitter rather than absorber, triggering a long-feared feedback loop of warming
causing accelerated warming (Freedman 2019). Arctic summer sea ice will disappear within the
next two or three decades if current trends continue (Stroeve 2019).
Arctic summer sea ice loss would dramatically increase already extreme polar warming due to
open ocean heat absorption causing more Greenland ice sheet melting and a shifting jet stream
and increased severe weather events (Harvey 2016). Due to its impact in reducing solar
reflectivity, it is estimated that such a loss would cause an abrupt 0.5 Watts per square meter
increase in radiative forcing, or global warming from the sun, above pre-industrial, roughly
equivalent to the effect of more than 17 years of GHG emissions if it occurred today (Pistone et
al. 2019).1
In this paper, I argue that a global “Global Green New Deal” (GGND) would require at least
three phases and three funding sources. The three overlapping phases are: a) short-run climate
restoration or triage, b) medium-term soil carbon sponge and water cycle regeneration or
adaptation, and c) long-run “Green House Gas” (GHG) drawdown or mitigation. The three
funding sources are: a) utilizing the sovereign power of the US government and Federal Reserve
to create dollars as Modern Monetary Theory (MMT) theorists have pointed out, b) taxing GHG
emissions and c) taxing wealthy and high-income individuals with a particular focus on rentiers.
With the caveats that receipts from b) should be partially or wholly redistributed to low income
and low wealth households and countries to offset the burden of these taxes on them, and that
receipts from b) and c) do not, at least initially, need to cover GGND expenditures due to a). We
need to deploy all available options in confronting this looming existential crisis before it is too
late.
2. Funding
A detailed “Modern Monetary Theory” (MMT) 2 rationale for monetization of US public
spending can be found in (Mitchell et al. 2019). In practice, though direct monetization through
1

Pistone et. al. (2019) estimate 25 years but this is for the impact since 1979 based on 2016 atmospheric CO2
levels. The paper also notes that the 0.5 Watts per square meter increase in radiative forcing estimate is in the ball
park of three earlier estimates using different data and methodologies, and that observed arctic sea ice retreat per
degree of global temperature increase is occurring more rapidly than the predictions of any of a suite of recent
climate models and 2.1 times faster than the average of these models.
2
Here I am strictly referring to monetization, not other policies that are often included as part of MMT like
guaranteed employment (that I agree with) and free trade (that I don’t agree with). For the record I would
consider myself a “Neo-Rentierist” MMTer in the broad sense--see text below.
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Federal Reserve purchase of Treasury Bills is not currently authorized, this restraint has been
lifted in the past and there is no reason why it could not be lifted again, especially after the Fed
has recently created trillions of dollars ex-nihilo on “Quantitative Easing” (QE) “open market”
purchases of Treasuries, and Freddie, Fannie, and Ginnie mortgage backed securities (Garbade
2014). Moreover, whether direct or not, when the Fed increases its securities portfolio, it is
effectively pumping “high-powered” money into the economy. In fact, M2 money supply has
expanded more than three times as fast in the last 9 years from the end of the financial crash in
June 2009 to June 2019 (roughly $6.3 trillion) than it had in the 27 years from November 1980 to
November 2007 prior to the crash (roughly $ 5.8 trillion), see figure 1 below.
Figure 1: M2 Money Stock 2008-2019

Source: FRED, M2 Money Stock, downloaded 12/17: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/M2

Roughly $ 2.8 trillion ($ 1.7 trillion Treasuries and $ 1.3 trillion Fannie, Freddie, and Ginnie
securities) or 44 percent of this $ 6.3 trillion expansion has been directly created by the Fed via
the financial bailout and QE over this period, see figures 2 and 3 below.
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Figure 2: Fed Purchases of Treasuries 2008-2019

Source: FRED, Fed US Treasuries stock, downloaded 12/17: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/TREAST .

Figure 3: Fed Purchases of Fannie, Freddie, and Ginnie Securities3
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Fed stock of mortgage backed securities, downloaded 12/17: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/MBST .
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Source: Fed mortgage backed securities stock, downloaded 12/17: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/MBST

This has caused real estate (up 28 percent)4 and Dow Jones (up 276 percent)5 to rise along with
non-financial private debt (up 31 percent).6 But real economic growth for this expansion has
been slower than prior periods of positive annual GDP growth: 2010-2018 average annual 2.3
percent, 1992-2007 3.3 percent, 1983-1990 4.1 percent, and inflation, or prices for produced
goods and services (as opposed to existing assets), has been very low: with annual CPI average
increases of 1.5 percent, versus 2.5 percent and 3.9 percent, for these same periods.
The fact that MMT monetization of government spending is not particularly novel or original
misses the important political effect of highlighting this possibility. his is critical as it shifts the
discussion of financing a Green New Deal and Marshall Plan (GGND) to the really
important issues of real economic resource use instead of the irrelevant “how do we pay it?”
question. Thinking about the problem this way directs planning toward how to create
enough real slack in the economy to accommodate the enormous amount of new government
spending on investment and employment that such a program would require. As in WWII, such
an expansion of real economic resource use would require offsetting reductions in consumer and
4

FRED US Real residential property price index increased by 27.6 percent from 102.16 in 2010 Q1 to 130.32 by
2019 Q3 (FRED Real Property Price Index 2019).
5
Dow Jones stock index increased by 275.6 percent from 10,191.90 in May 2009 to 28,086.49 in Jan. 2020
(Macrotrends 2020).
6
Credit to the US private non-financial sector from all sectors at market value in increased by 30.99 percent from $
24,587.332 billion at end of 2009 Q1 to $ 32,206.566 billion end of 2019 Q (BIS 2020).
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other investment spending and production, and probably direct rationing and price controls (as in
WWII) to prevent unforeseen bottlenecks from leading to inflation instead of real resource
reallocation. This means for example that simply taxing extreme income, wealth, and luxury
production would not be adequate as it would be necessary to tax a sizable enough share of
upper income households and luxury goods so as to achieve sufficient real reductions in
production and use of these kinds of goods and services to accommodate public GNDMP
spending and investment. However, it makes no sense to assume that an artificial equivalency
between the public funds that can be raised through taxing and borrowing, and the funding
needed for a GGND.
MMT critics frequently point out, the power to monetize government spending is not unlimited.
This includes left critics who are in full agreement with the goal of expanding public provision
and spending (Paley 2018) (Wolff 2019) (Henwood 2019) (Sawicky 2019). However, as
documented above, the ship of using monetized public spending to prop up Finance, Insurance,
and Real Estate (FIRE) and maintain tepid GDP growth has already sailed in the United States
and elsewhere since the crash, and probably will keep on sailing during the next recession
(Buiter 2019). It is true that history is replete with examples of monetized public spending
leading to runaway inflation and MMT critics have rightly expressed skepticism that
governments can be trusted to use this power responsibly over the long term. However, Central
banks also are incapable or unwilling to use their power to create money responsibly as was
evident after the financial crash when the Fed other Central Banks monetized private debt to bail
out FIRE instead of homeowners and the real economy, (Hudson 2012), and the eventual
overexuberance of private finance has been a regular feature of capitalism throughout its history
(Minsky 1986) (Keen 2017). In this respect the main difference between public monetization and
private debt leveraging has been what these powers are used for. I see no reason why, when we
are faced with an existential crisis that is unquestionably greater than any crisis humanity has
never before faced in its history, we should not use the public power of fiat money creation, and
especially the unique global monetary power of the US dollar, to address it. If this eventually
causes inflation so be it. As in war time we need to act.
Public monetization is also necessary to reduce the debilitating macroeconomic and income
extraction role of money creation through ever increasing private debt in the absence of periodic
debt cancellation or “Jubilee” as practiced in ancient civilizations. As “Neo-Rentierists” (who
broadly include themselves in the MMT camp) have argued, judicious public money creation can
be a used to offset this burden of private debt without generating similarly burdensome public
debt obligations (Keen 2017) (Hudson 2012) (Baiman 2020).7
However, it is true that even for a currency as strong as the US dollar, public monetization
involves trust. Therefore, raising public revenue through taxing is important and not just in order
to prevent inflation, or reduce concentrated economic power and social inequity, but also to
7

Recently Keen has produced a withering critique of the leading economic climate impact models and estimates
produced by Neoclassical economist William Nordhaus (and followers). Nordhaus’ estimates have influenced the
IPCC’s choice of 1.5 C and 2.0 C “guardrails” that are clearly too optimistic as Arctic sea ice is melting at the current
1.1 C warming (Keen 2019) (Nordhaus 2018) (Arent et al. 2014).
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signal to the world that the government is not on an unrestrained course of currency debasement.
This also suggests a strategy of monetizing without acknowledging it, as the Fed and other
Central Banks have been doing for over a decade now.
In addition to raising revenue and preventing inflation, the key objective for taxing rentiers
would be to reduce the parasitic burden that they place on especially lower income and wealth
households and real production, in order to eliminate or at least reduce the sacrifices in access to
goods and services that these households and production may have to make in a GGND
transition toward a more equitable and democratic economy and society.8 Broad improvements
in distributional equity and production efficiency would for obvious reasons make a GNDMP
transition less painful, more feasible, and more equitable. Taxing high income and wealth
individuals would also mitigate their disproportionate GHG emissions from consumption
(Guardian 2015). Similarly, the purpose of taxing GHG emissions would obviously be to reduce
them. This can be done with rebates to low wealth and low-income, households and countries, to
avoid unfair burdens and perverse incentives (Rajan 2019).

3. Short-Run Climate Restoration or Triage
As noted above, passing a tipping point like Arctic sea ice loss is likely to have a dramatic
impact on other tipping points like Atlantic circulation and Jet stream slowing and location
shifting, and accelerated Greenland ice sheet shifting and melting, and possibly catastrophic
permafrost methane release. The likely shifting of the Atlantic circulation and Jet stream if
Greenland replaces the Arctic as the central pole of low temperature (until the Greenland ice
sheet melts) would have severe impacts on regional climates throughout the globe, possibly
transforming Spain and areas in northern Mexico and the southwest United States into unlivable
desserts, as is already occurring in parts of Africa and Asia where a combination of extreme heat
and humidity is making human respiration and cooling, and thus outdoor non-air conditioned
habitation impossible.9 We are in an emergency situation that calls for emergency responses.
One of the more intriguing possibilities would mimic the way in which large scale volcanic
eruptions temporarily cool the planet by suffer into the atmosphere. Solar Geoengineering would
mimic this by similarly releasing solar (or some other agent) into the upper atmosphere to cool
the planet, and especially the polar regions, until more lasting solutions like soil and plant
regeneration and carbon drawdown are put in place.
Prominent among these proposals has been that of David Keith, a professor of applied physics at
Harvard, who has developed a detailed plan of action that, based on multiple state of the art
climate models, would achieve an about 1.5 degree Celsius average cooling across the planet
relative to scenarios with 2xCO2 (that would increase average temperature by about 2.5 degrees
Celsius in these models) with no average change in precipitation, and reduced variation, and
8

Not because of “crowding out” private access to available financial savings, but to reduce real production
constraints.
9
See for example this 12/13/2019 summary of “Our DIRE Climate Emergency” at COP25 in Madrid Spain by Dr.
Peter Wadhams, Dr, Peter Carter, Paul Beckwith, and Regina Valdez https://youtu.be/Bje8JMuaDp4 .
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maximum, global temperatures and precipitation levels. More specifically, models have
indicated that this proposal would reduce: 1) variations in water availability, 2) extreme
precipitation, 3) tropical cyclones, and 4) extreme temperatures. Keith’s proposal is to inject 1.5
million tons of sulfur per year into the stratosphere (the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo released 8
million tons in 1991) at an estimated cost of only $ 5 billion to build 100 customized aircraft that
would make about 120,000 flights per year to do this (commercial flights per year are about 40
million) (Keith 2019).
A whole range of other potentially promising triage technologies including: “Carbon Negative
Cement” and “Permaculture Arrays with Upwelling” that could make a real immediate
difference in reducing the impact of global warming have been estimated to cost $ 1.25 trillion
over 5 years, and $ 3.2 trillion over 10 years in a recent “The Foundation for Climate
Restoration” white paper (FCR) (Fiekowsky, Douglas, and Lee 2019).
4. Medium-Term Soil and Water Cycle Climate Regeneration or Adaptation
There is no question that we need to rebalance our climate by reducing global warming and that
increased GHG emission has been, since at least the late 20th century, a key driver of the
increased net planetary heat absorption that is causing our climate crisis. Less well known, is that
until the early 20th century human agriculture was the largest emitter of CO2 (Skuce 2015).
We have to stop increasing and start drawing down GHG emissions. However, even getting to
net zero would not stop existing calamitous climate change trends, it would just prevent them
from getting even more catastrophic. Reversing the enormous damage to our environment that
we have already caused through GHG drawdown alone could take centuries. Are there other
things that we can do to more immediately cool and stabilize our climate by regenerating our soil
and hydrology, and at the same time drawdown carbon emissions?
Walter Jehne, former CSIRO Climate Scientist and Microbiologist, founder of “Healthy Soils
Australia” (HSA), is a leading advocate of this approach (Jehne 2017). In an HSA white paper,
Jehne points out that hydrology is responsible for 95 percent of planetary cooling and that “high
input” agriculture including: “…excessive use of fire, cultivation, fertilizers, bio-cides, irrigation
and fallowing all of which oxidize carbon.” has led to declining levels of carbon in most
agricultural soils over the past 100 years from about 5 percent to less than 1 percent in many
places (Jehne 2017: 2).
Jehne concludes (2017: 3):
“After over 50 years of warnings and 30 years of global policy denial and delay, it is now too
late for reductions in future CO2 emissions to adequately slow down its rise or its greenhouse
effects. It is now too late even for the drawdown of carbon to zero or negative net emissions, by
itself, to prevent accelerating the dangerous hydrological feedbacks and climate extremes.”
The HSA white paper offers an extensive plan for doing this. These methods are focused on
restoring top soil and the “soil carbon sponge” that absorbs and filters water for long durations
and incubates the fundamental microbial processes through which plants access nutrients, fix
8

carbon, and create soil. Most noticeably, Jehne assumes a goal of only 30 percent reduction in
carbon emission from fossil fuel use over the next 10 years. He notes that, though based on the
accounting above, humanity emits some 10 billion tons of carbon (37 btCO2) annually from
burning fossil fuels, this is only 7-8 percent of the 130 btC/an emitted from all sources, and
opines that:
“More problematic is that many of the 7.5 billion people now on Earth rely on the energy from
fossil fuels to sustain their essential needs, industrial ecology and social stability. Any major cut
in its use may lead to global economic and social instability and more ecological exploitation and
damage.
Given that it is an imbalance that that we need to fix, there may be ways to do this other than by
ceasing all use of a socially critical component and instead altering other components to restore
the balance.”
Is this a cop out or realism? I’m inclined toward the later given our current track record. The fact
that a dominant share of oil production is state owned, and that when countries such as Ecuador
offered to not exploit new oil reserves if the international community would refund an equivalent
sum to do this, there were no takers (Bremmer 2010) (Goldman 2017). In line with GGND goals
it would make sense to first stop private investor driven fossil fuel production and use by forcing
losses on wealthy private investors and financial institutions while offering retraining and
alternative comparable jobs to fossil fuel workers and communities, but slowing down this
transition for developing countries that depend on, often largely nationalized, fossil fuel
production for development and growth.
Jehne has worked up a five-year plan with cost estimates for implementing these methods (Jehne
2019). Remarkably he estimates total global costs for this five-year 2020-2025 soil and water
cycle climate regeneration plan at only $ 100 million. Though this appears like an exceedingly
low estimate, Jehne’s methods rely on natural, and often microbiological processes, and assume
extensive grass roots community mobilization.
5. Long-Term GHG Drawdown or Mitigation
Project Drawdown (2017) proposes 80 methods for reducing GHG over the next thirty years
2020-2050, and provides net-cost and savings (or dis-savings) estimates for 54 of them.10
Project Drawdown uses the conventional framing that the most effective way to avoid climate
catastrophe is through GHG reduction and eventual drawdown, and there is no doubt that we
must do this. Though as noted above, though the climate mitigation effects of this may take
centuries to be realized, if we don’t do this, we will face increasingly catastrophic climate events
no matter how much triage and regeneration we do.
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Interestingly, the “refrigerant management” method that would drawdown the most carbon (90 GT or roughly 2
years of current total global emissions) and would be among the least disruptive to the economy, estimated to be
only one of three methods with long-terms costs instead of savings, of $ 0.9 trillion (the second most costly of the
three). Even so, without “spending” constraints this would no doubt be immediately implemented.
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These 54 Project Drawdown methods are estimated to achieve a 544 mtCO2 Eq. GHG
drawdown, cost $29.3 trillion and save $ 68.0 trillion over the next 30 years from 2020-2050.
From panel b) of figure SPM.1 (IPCC 2018: 6) it appears that 30 years of reducing GHG’s by
42x30/2=630 btCO2 Eq. would surpass our ten-year carbon budget but give us a chance of
staying below 1.5 C (Hausfather 2018). The 544 btCO2 Eq. reduction from implementing these
54 Project Drawdown methods above would thus achieve 544/630=0.86 or 86 percent of this
necessary drawdown.
The most comprehensive estimate of the total amount of monetary “commitments”, including
revolving cumulative lending, guarantees, and spending made by the Fed over 2008-2011 to bailout global finance is $ 29 trillion (Felkerson 2011). The Project Drawdown cost estimate above
thus has similar net spending, but much greater long-term net savings, and a much longer 30 year
“roll-over” period for the spending, than the roughly three year, 2008-2011, period for the $ 29.0
trillion global financial bail-out estimate.11

6. Financial Bailout Spending Would Have Almost Paid for Thirty Years of Global
Green New Deal Climate: Triage, Regeneration, and Mitigation
Furthermore, adding the costs of potentially effective triage and regeneration methods for the
periods indicated in the proposals outlined in Sections 3-5, would increase costs by only $ 1.3
trillion so that overall cost for these triage, regeneration and mitigation methods (with extensive
overlap and double counting) would be $ 30.6 T, that would have been 95 percent covered by the
$ 29 trillion financial bailout, see table 1 below.

Table 1: Additional Cost of Triage and Regeneration Methods
Cost
Annually
$ billions
Solar Geoengineering
Carbon Negative Cement
Permaculture Arrays with Upwelling
Soil and Water Cycle Climate Regeneration
Total

$
$

250.00
0.32

Years
5
5
10
5

Cummulative
Cost
$ billions
$
5.00
$ 1,250.00
$
3.20
$
0.10
$ 1,258.30

For direct equity and efficiency reasons, and in order to most effectively reduce demand driven
GHG emissions, US (partial) demands for pay-backs for extended GGND credit, should be
directed (like Marshall Plan Policies stipulating land reform and break-up of industrial

There is abundant evidence that the Fed’s largesse was not just used to bail-out nominally US (with global
exposure) financial institutions, but also directly and indirectly through “counter-party” bailouts, “foreign” financial
institutions (Hudson 2015).
11
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monopolies) at taxing high income and wealth, and generally unproductive monopolistic rentier
sectors like private fossil fuel production and the “Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate” (FIRE).
Finally, as discussed in Section 2, spending alone would not produce a GGND. The increase (or
decrease, if net financial savings resulted in job and income losses) in investment, employment,
income, and consumption, particularly in developing countries, from GGND spending would
need to be offset by taxing the wealthy (to create slack or more jobs) for global equity and so that
this spending would result in reallocation and creation of real economic capacity to reduce net
GHG emissions and not just bottlenecks and unsustainable inflation. The 54 Project Drawdown
project methods not only exclude highly ranked methods for which cost and savings estimates
are not available, but also family planning and other population growth reduction measures and
most importantly other critically important GHG demand side reductions from income and
wealth redistribution.
About half of global GHG emissions come from the consumption of the upper 10 percent of
income earners.12 So that the effectiveness of the GGND would also depend on the extent to
which it redistributes most of the benefits of green economic transition toward lower income and
wealth households and productive sectors, and places most of the burdens of the transition on the
wealthy and rentier sectors. In this sense the GGND would be a complete reversal of the Ne
International Monetary, World Bank, and Federal Reserve policies of the last few decades.
The question before us may thus be framed in a nutshell. Are modern civilization and species
survival more important than the neoliberal order, and global finance and Neo-rentierism?

12

See footnote 8.
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